Spin-echo MRI underestimates functional changes in microvascular cerebral blood plasma volume using exogenous contrast agent.
While most functional MRI studies using exogenous contrast agent employ gradient-echo (GE) signal, spin echo (SE) imaging would represent an attractive alternative if its detection power were more comparable with GE imaging. This study demonstrates that SE methods systematically underestimate functional changes in microvascular cerebral blood plasma volume (CBV), so that SE detection power in brain tissue cannot match that provided by GE signal. Empirically, the in vivo response of SE-CBV was about 40% smaller than that of GE-CBV in rat brain at low basal values of CBV, a result that is consistent with physics predictions under the simplifying assumption of uniform vessel dilation. However, increasing values of basal CBV were associated with monotonically increasing mean vessel sizes and monotonically decreasing GE to SE ratios of functional changes in CBV (fCBV). This result suggests the presence of large but weakly reactive conduit vessels at high basal values of CBV. Hence, we conclude that GE imaging is the method of choice for functional MRI (fMRI) using exogenous contrast agent in most cases, although SE methods may represent a more spatially linear representation of underlying neural activity that becomes most apparent in regions with high basal CBV, such as the cortical surface.